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APPELLATION 
CHAMPAGNE 
COLOR 
ROSE SPARKLING WINE 
VINTAGE 
2009 
FARMING 
CONVENTIONAL 
VINE AGE 
35 YEARS AVERAGE 
VARIETAL 
75% PINOT NOIR / 25% CHARDONNAY 
ALCOHOL 
12.5% 
SOIL 
LIMESTONE, CLAY AND MARL SOIL IN BUXEUIL 
CHALK AND FLINT SOIL IN MONTGUEUX 
AGING 
1 YEAR IN TANK & OAK BARRELS, AND AN ADDITIONAL 
12 YEARS ON LEES BEFORE DISGORGING. 
NATURAL MALOLACTIC FERMENTATION. 
UNFILTERED & UNFINED. 
SO2 
FRACTIONAL AMOUNTS 
DOSAGE 
3 GRAMS, EXTRA BRUT 
AGING POTENTIAL 
10 YEARS 
CASES PRODUCED 
550 
TASTING NOTES 
« A champagne on the side; very personal, which tells 
a lot. We like this softened aromatic and the very 
subtle temperament of this rosé, with its discreet floral 
and sweet tangy red notes. The palate is winey, but in 
no way forgets its elegance. » Gault et Millau 2023  
 
Guide Gault et Millau 2023 – 17/20  
Guide Gilbert & Gaillard 2023 – double médaille d’Or - 
93/100  

 

 

  

CHAMPAGNE VINCENT COUCHE 
MILLÉSIME 2009 (EXTRA-BRUT) 

 
 
 

THE STORY 
 

for vincent couche, the distance from traditional power centers has been a fount 
of freedom to make champagne as he sees fit. vincent comes from a third 
generation winemaking family, but similar to nathalie falmet, does not highlight or 
dwell on the family’s past but rather highlights the work the domaine is doing now. 
vincent took over the domaine in 1999 and began a wholesale restructuring of 
farming and cellar work. he first began by replanting his vineyard under the 
direction of terroir specialist claude bourguignon. while that name may not mean 
much in champagne, over the years claude has done work for a who’s who of 
iconic french properties and producers mostly in burgundy: domaine romanee 
conti, dujac, leflaive, selosse, dagueneau, and chave.  
 
the couche family owns 32 acres of vines split between two different terroirs: 
there are 7 acres of chardonnay vines in montgueux (with chalky soils similar to 
chablis) and 25 acres of mostly pinot noir in buxeuil where the parcels mostly face 
south and west on steep slopes overlooking the seine river. the overarching 
philosophy that vincent follows is right there on the front label: his is a biodynamic 
production. this embrace of biodynamics has been there since the start in 1999, 
but certification takes time, and it wasn’t until 2008 that the domaine and the 
cellars were certified biodynamic. in fact, in spite of the extended timeline of the 
process, vincent’s cellar and fields in combination were the first to receive demeter 
certification in all of champagne. simply put, Vincent is obsessed with his vines and 
the healthy soils they grow in, and is dedicated to making wines in the cellar 
without any additions. natural wines as a philosophy are having a moment right 
now, and what we have here is a delicious example of that movement. at harvest 
time vincent and his family pick the grapes by taste and touch, and generally 
harvest over a week after his neighbours in both villages. because vincent won’t 
add sugar to the wines, his grapes need higher sugar levels and higher levels of 
ripeness than is the norm. in the cool deep cellar wines are fermented and aged in 
oak and stainless steel without added yeast or nutrients and the wines don’t see 
any additions. 

 

MILLÉSIME ROSÉ 2009 


